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Tour description
Waterfall Abseil Adventure
“Thought is wonderful, but adventure is more wonderful still.”
Oscar Wilde (Irish poet, 1854-1900)
Don’t think about what it would be like to do it. Do it!
Have yourself a big abseil adventure at one of Crete´s most impressive waterfalls!
The gorge of Kourtaliotiko. A lot of water is running down the gorge. The whole year through!
We won´t (like all the others :-) just stare at the amazing waterfall; we will abseil close to it down into the refreshing
river! Minutes later we are within a spectacular gorges, water seems to come from every direction. From more than 20m
hight masses of water are smashing down with high pressure on the surface of the river. When light conditions in the
gorge are good, rainbows can be seen in the fine mist of water. The sound of the smashing waters is incredible loud and
the stream of the river very powerful. Together we are swimming against it to the point where the waterfall hits the
surface of the river, enabling us to face natural force and beauty from a very short distance. An exhilarating, thrilling
adventure!
Anybody who is able to walk for about 2 hours can participate on this exhilarating adventure, which brings a lot of fun,
thrills and unforgettable memories.
Price per Person:
 75€
Price includes:

Transfer from meeting point at Lentas to the location of the event and back to your hotel, experienced guide
(German and English speaking), all special gear for the activity (ropes, helmets, harnesses, secure karabiners,
neoprene-shorty), picnic lunch
Group Size:

min. 4 / max. 8
Requirements:

Easy Hiking: For anyone who has a basic physical fitness and some courage ;-)
Itinary / Timetable:

08:45

10:30

10:30 – 16:00


16:00

Ride to the Gorge (for participants from Lentas)
Meeting at agreed meeting point (for participants from other regions)
Abseiling
Picknick-Lunch
Ride back to meeting point

The timetable is subject to change.

You’ve got to take with you:
Hiking boots or sport shoes, bathing clothes, sun milk, insect repellent, hat, wind jacket, etc.
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